Introduction
When analyzing legislation, the question of originality tends to arise sooner rather than later, and often more than once. The question is narrowly conceived if it seeks to determine simply whether a rule is entirely new with regard to its formal and material content; however, a broader analysis is possible if we start from a different premise: that there are antecedents to each norm, but that each new norm is also subject, to varying degrees, to the autonomy and self-inspiration of its editor.
1 Nevertheless, finding an appropriate nomenclature with which to describe and analyze these nuances is difficult without an empirical basis.
2 As a result, in order to explore this key means of legal transfer, this paper analyzes the results of a comparison focusing on a set of decrees issued by two ecclesiastical assemblies held within 15 years of each other: the first in Granada in 1572 and the second in Mexico in 1585.
3
The Third Mexican Council had a more profound influence than expected because it was in force until the beginning of the 20th century in some parts of the then Mexican Ecclesiastical Province, which stretched from the south of the United States to Guatemala and included the Philippine Islands. The legislation covered the main spheres of the religious and social life and served as a source for the drafting of other legislation by provincial councils across Spanish-America until the 19th century.
Scholars have long discussed the many personal ties that bound these two ecclesiastical assemblies.
4
Attention has also been given to the textual relationship between the two sets of legislation issued by the assemblies.
5 My own research on these questions has concluded that almost all of the procedural law promulgated by the Third Mexican Provincial Council could be attributed to Don Diego Romano. 6 In this article, I propose to return to this procedural legislation in order to analyze it more closely and generate a more accurate classification system. It is clear that the Diocesan Synod of Granada served as an inspiration for subsequent norms, and a superficial reading of the sets of legislation on procedural matters suggests at first glance that Diego Romano simply copied this earlier legislation into the Mexican text. However, a more careful reading, with recourse to statistical analysis and especially a thorough comparison of processes of drafting the content of the decrees by * The author wishes to thank Dr. Juan F. Cobo Betancourt and Christian Pogies for their assistance in proofreading the contribution as well as Dr. Lena Foljanty, Dr. José Luis Egío and Karla Escobar for their comments and feedback. 1 Regarding originality, adaptation and reception of the provincial councils and diocesan synods in Spanish America, see, for example: Esponera Cerdán (1988), Martini (2000) . 2 This work is inspired from the theoretical point of view by the results and questions formulated in Foljanty (2015 Bustos (2010 ) 127-154, updated in Martínez Ferrer (2009 . Another interesting and comprehensive work comparing theThird Mexican Provincial Council and the Peruvian ecclesiastical assemblies is Terráneo (2010). 6 Cf. Moutin (2016) . the prelate, yields a clearer insight into the production of this legislation and the specificity of its variation in the Mexican case.
My goal is not to analyze the canonical procedural law, nor to contribute to a reflection on Mexican culture from a legal perspective.
7 It is also beyond the scope of this work to make a contribution to the history of the Third Mexican Provincial Council or that of the diocesan synod of Granada of 1572. On the contrary, my purpose here is both to present the results of a close reading of the surviving working materials of the Mexican assembly and a careful comparison of both sets of legislation, which I propose allow us to analyze this case as an example of a legal transfer.
To do so, this article is divided into three parts. The first introduces Don Diego Romano, the editor of the »judicial order«, his intellectual formation and his ecclesiastical career. The second part presents the »Judicial Order« of the Mexican text and makes an initial quantitative comparison with the Granadian text. The final section highlights the different degrees of reproduction of Granadian texts in the Mexican legislation, arriving at a new statistical analysis that allows us to appreciate the real differences present throughout the judicial matters written by Don Diego Romano.
The working method is comparative, and the individual results of this comparison are recorded in a table presented as an appendix, divided into four columns. In the first column, and ordering the chart, is the »judicial order« of the Third Mexican Provincial Council -that is, the section running between the eighth title of the first book and the end of the second -with a row for each decree or paragraph according to Don Diego Romano's own numbering.
8 The second column indicates the Granadian constitution, which inspired each of the Mexican decrees, assuming there is one. The third column indicates with a letter (A-D) the results of the comparative analysis of the matter and content contained in the decrees and constitutions indicated in the first two columns.
In addition to the decrees issued in Mexico in 1585, the Granadian constitutions, and other legal corpora, I will also make use of the working materials of the Third Mexican Provincial Council, which are preserved in the Bancroft Library 9 and were published by El Colegio de Michoacán between 2006 and 2011.
10
2 Don Diego Romano, Bishop of Tlaxcala
11
The Third Mexican Provincial Council was in session between 20 January and 20 October 1585. Seven bishops of the then vast ecclesiastical province of Mexico took part. Two more bishops, unable to attend, sent their procurators. A tenth bishop explained he was on his way to Spain. Among those present was Don Diego Romano, diocesan bishop of Tlaxcala.
12 Unfortunately, a full biography is still lacking.
13 He was born in Valladolid in 1537, and while the details of his academic career remain uncertain, it has been suggested that he studied at the universities of Salamanca and Granada, obtaining a doctorate of law at the latter. He was a diocesan priest in the Archdiocese of Granada, where he was later appointed canon in the cathedral chapter. He also was provisor 14 he intervene in these assemblies? Did he play any part in the drafting of their legislation?
What is clear is that Romano had a solid legal and canonical training, one which would serve him well on several occasions 16 after he became bishop of Puebla in 1578 -the see he presided over until his death in 1606 -not least the Mexican ecclesiastical assembly of 1585. For example, he was the one commissioned by the provincial council to carry out the investigation in the case of the litigation between the cathedral chapter of Mexico and the priests who had pastoral care in the same temple.
17
The composition process of the decrees by the Mexican council is documented in the notebooks of the conciliar secretary, the priest Juan de Salcedo, which are now part of the materials held in the Bancroft Library.
18 In very broad terms, while the council was convened, the bishops produced the bulk of the decrees in four successive drafts, each of which involved reviewing and revising the constitutions of the first two Mexican councils alongside the materials of other ecclesiastical assemblies and treatises (memoriales) submitted by religious and secular institutions and individuals.
19 Already in the first draft, annotations made by Juan de Salcedo to constitutions 76 through 88 of the First Provincial Council of Mexico stated that they were the »Judicial Order« and noted that they should be given to the »Reverend of Tlaxcala«, Don Diego Romano. This note is repeated in the second draft, before being omitted -without comment -from the third and fourth revisions. 20 The »judicial order« -that is, those regulations concerning the constitution and personnel of the tribunal and judicial procedure -consists of 163 paragraphs.
21
There is no explicit indication of why and when the task of drafting the »judicial order« was assigned to Romano, but it is not surprising that it was at such an early date -at the latest in April 1585. It is very likely that this assignment was the result of his solid training, his experience as provisor and inquisitor in the archdiocese of Granada before being appointed bishop in the New World and finally his almost six years as Bishop of Puebla.
Intellectual training and first-hand knowledge of local realities were, after all, two essential ingredients for drafting procedural rules. 22 Although regulating procedural law in provincial councils and Diocesan synods was not a novelty, it was clear that at the diocesan level, only the bishop could legislate without breaking the general rules of process, and only he could exercise the judicial role, whether directly or through his delegates, without losing his potestas. The provincial council of Granada of 1565 was never approved or implemented owing to the opposition of the archdiocesan cathedral chapter.
24 As a result, Archbishop, Pedro Guerrero, then convened a Diocesan Synod, held in 1572, where these norms were finally promulgated. Heredia (1990) . 25 Canonically, there is a major difference between councils (whether provincial, national, or regional) and diocesan synods. Although both are ecclesiastical assemblies, in councils the bishops are members of a corporation and legislate collegially for all the dioceses of the jurisdiction; in diocesan synods, the members are different juridical or physical persons, and while in some cases they could be presided someone other than the diocesan bishop, the legislator is the diocesan bishop.
stated previously, Diego Romano was canon in Granada at the time, and as a result, he knew the Granadian constitutions of 1572 all too well. They were printed in 1573, and this was the version that was used at the Third Mexican Provincial Council. 26 There Diego Romano presented notes on this synod, along with recommendations to incorporate a number of its constitutions to the Mexican province, only three of which were of procedural law.
27 Besides Diego Romano, the Jesuit priest Juan de la Plaza also took part in the council, as a theologian.
28 Nevertheless, it would have been unusual if Diego Romano did not have his own copy of the Granadian Council of 1572.
A cursory look at the titles listed in the constitutions of both assemblies shows, as previously mentioned, that the Mexican procedural decrees amount to 163 paragraphs, while the Granadian Synod had 157 paragraphs. However, only 101 paragraphs of the Mexican text had a Granadian influence, while 17 paragraphs from the Granadian legislation were not used in the Mexican decrees.
29
In addition, three titles have no parallels in the Mexican legislation.
30
Of the remaining 22 paragraphs, seven are inspired by the procedural rules of the first two Mexican provincial councils.
31 11 decrees were drafted in the process carried out by the conciliar secretary, Juan de Salcedo, and are indicated in the Appendix below, which includes references to their wording.
32 Two decrees reiterate the need to apply rules of classical canon law, and their composition can be attributed to Diego Romano.
33 It has so far proven impossible to determine the sources behind the remaining decrees.
34
The question of why Don Diego Romano chose to draw so heavily from the Granadian regulations deserves more attention. After all, the Synod of Granada was less than 15 years old. It was also certainly drafted in the spirit of the catholic reform that was spearheaded by the Council of Trent, as a result of Bishop Pedro Guerrero's efforts. Diego Romano had participated in the application of this Synod in Granada as provisor. Could it be that later, as bishop in the New Word, he identified the pertinence of incorporating these constitutions into a new Mexican legislation in the same light? His notes to this council suggest this was more than likely.
35

Different Degrees of Appropriation in the Composition of »Judicial Order«
This is not the place for a history of canon law, much less one on canonical procedural law. However, in order to understand the legislative work of the Third Mexican Provincial Council and, above all, the drafting process conducted by Don Diego Romano, it is essential to examine the legal regulations then in force.The law in Spanish America at the end of the 16th century, known as Derecho Indiano, was an order composed of written legislation, the opinions of jurists, theology (especially moral theology) and finally custom. Indigenous law was generally integrated as customary law, provided it (indigenous law) did not contradict positive and natural divine law. In material terms, the sources brought to the New world by missionaries, theologians and jurists included -with regard to canon law -medieval legislation, especially the Decretum Gratiani and compilations of papal decrees, which is known today -together with its glosses and legal-theological treatises -as the Corpus Iuris Canonici. 36 This was joined by Spanish legislation, especially the medieval Siete Partidas and its 16th century glosses, as well as the Laws of Castile, which acted as a supplementary law. Royal Decrees, known as Reales Cédulas, were promulgated by the Spanish monarch, even concerning spiritual matters as a result the Royal Patronage. Anyone wishing to exercise an act of government, including a judiciary act, could draw upon a variety of sources from various origins in the search to find a solution his conscience judged fairest, taking into account this collection of formal and material sources.
37
As the bishops themselves explained in another decree, earlier Mexican legislation was in force and in need of renewal, not least because new situations had arisen over time. It was necessary to draft a new body of law.
38 In this context Don Diego Romano prepared the »judicial order« that the Third Mexican Provincial Council promulgated. As a result, this legislation should not be interpreted as a procedural code, or as an abrogation of general canonical or civil rules. Rather, it is a normative adaptation, according to the possibilities of justice in the New World, necessarily linked to the canonical and royal legal order. Otherwise, it would have created a parallel legal system, with no real possibility of application. This undoubtedly explains why, looking at the paragraphs promulgated by the Third Mexican Provincial Council as a whole, many rules appear to be straightforward copies of the Granadian legislation. However, the task of harmonizing this legislation with that of the first and second Mexican Provincial Councils, not to mention the realities prevailing in Mexico, in fact resulted in varying degrees of appropriation.
The graphic below illustrates the distribution of different levels of appropriation of the Granadian texts in the Mexican legislation, which are explained in greater detail in the next sections:
A = copy (37 paragraphs)
In terms of the arrangement of the titles, setting aside the several titles that are omitted, it becomes clear that only the title »De procuratoribus« is relocated in the Mexican legislation. Examining the rest shows that 37 paragraphs are verbatim copies of Granadian legislation, a total of 23% of the Mexican legislation.
B = adaptations (76 paragraphs)
The widespread impression that the Granadian legislation was copied by Diego Romano is difficult to dispel given the fact that an additional 76 paragraphs also seem -at first glance -to have been verbatim copies. However, to be clear, only at first glance. Diego Romano did not mechanically copy this legislation. He was aware that the jurisdictional status of the lawmakers involved in the Mexican case was different: this was a provincial council, so bishops were the legislators, while in the Diocesan Synod the legislator had been the one diocesan bishop. He also had to correct certain 36 An introduction to the medieval canon law sources in: Helmholz (1996) 1-32. 37 On the role of law on the conquest, especially concerning the officials, see Malagón-Barceló (1961) . idiomatic terms that did not sit well in conciliar legislation. As a result, he replaced the use of the royal »we« with the phrase »the prelate« to refer to the bishops, whether singular or plural. Similarly, instead of speaking of »our« officers -regardless of to whom this referred -Romano changed the text to refer to »the« judges, »the« notaries and so on. Another variation that can be identified is the change of the currency mentioned, namely, replacing ducats and maravedíes with pesos or pesos »de tipuzque«, yet without changing the sum of penalty or making the fee any more or less burdensome.
39
The same was the case when the monetary penalty was not made tangible, but rather was proportional to the money collected. Finally, further changes made by Don Diego Romano did not affect the contents of the decree, but simply adapted them to the particularities of American reality, such as court schedules or the extension of legal deadlines, due to the enormous expanses of American ecclesiastical jurisdictions compared to their Spanish counterparts. A perfect example of this is the comparison of the Granadian constitution and the Mexican decree that limited the power of the episcopal vicars. These adaptations are underlined in the passages below (cf. text 1, p. 162).
There is no difference in content between the two paragraphs beyond the changes noted. Such adaptations are not limited to the paragraphs labelled with the letter B in the table, but can also be seen in other decrees that also include more extensive changes. Although the reliance on Granadian constitutions is evident in such constitutions -as the section quoted above makes clear -it is also essential to distinguish them from those that are verbatim copies, and to recognize the attention and effort made by Diego Romano to adapt the new constitutions, terminologically speaking, both from a canonical standpoint and a social one. This category totals 76 paragraphs, constituting 46% of the decrees. Added to those of the first category, the two kinds of constitution make up 69% of the »judicial order« section of the Third Mexican Provincial Council that draws from the Granadian text.
C = new content (28 paragraphs)
The comparison of both bodies of law leaves no room to believe that the process of appropriation was limited to changes of style in the decrees. In at least 28 paragraphs, Don Diego Romano made changes to the content, setting these texts apart from the Granadian constitutions. This is clear, for example, in the paragraph quoted below, concerning the intervention of prosecutors, which is prohibited in both private and public suits (cf. text 2, p. 163).
In addition to the adjustments mentioned in the previous section, it is clear that Diego Romano here also introduced something new: specifying the cases in which prosecutors could not intervene by referring to those specified in the provincial council itself, singling out causes concerning the indigenous population and eliminating the prohibition of requiring restitution. In the second and third ways just mentioned he changed the content of the Granadian constitution. Don Diego Romano, in these cases, retained the structure and vocabulary of the decree, but inserted new provisions not covered by the Granadian law, resulting in an important divergence in juridical normativity.
It is in paragraphs such as this that we can see the performance of Diego Romano as an autarkic editor of the new decrees: going beyond the inspiration of other legislation, while, at the same time, connected with the resolutions of the bishops concerning other conciliar themes, which were addressed in other decrees. Being an ex officio member of the Mexican provincial council, he was also present during debates in the conciliar chamber. This is, for example, how he knew about the other issues central to the council. One such issue was the protection of the indigenous population,
40
considered by the then current canon law doctrine as persona miserabilis, thus having special court privileges and consideration, among other prerogatives.
41 It is not difficult to see that he adapted procedural norms along these lines to protect them.
42
39 On currencies in New Spain, see Haring (1915 
Fokus focus
Osvaldo Rodolfo Moutin
Another example in which these changes in wording helped was when it came to determining how judges could exercise their power when given licenses and avoiding the commerce of these practices (cf. text 3, p. 163).
By comparing both of the paragraphs below, we can see that judges were prohibited from asking for fees when issuing licenses. In the Mexican decree, it adds four particularities not contemplated in the Granada Synod: 1. the judge could not ask for anything in return when lifting the prohibition of eating meat during penitential days and lent; 2. in order for an exemption to be approved, a careful examination was required, the medical exemption had to be in written form, it could only be granted for a limited period of time, and it had to be requested by a »bodily medic« (physician); 3. it would only be possible according to the case referred to in the provincial council decrees; 4. and, finally, the penalty would not consist in merely returning what was given for the license, but the penalty established by the Provincial Council.
The norm specified a New World practice, where it was not easy for Christians to follow the penitential meals, due not only to the lack of resources, but also due to the abuse inflicted by judges as a result of this deficiency. To ensure that only sick people could eat meat in order to promote their recovery, certain conditions were established: actual need for recovery, a written physician's recommendation, and that the exception only be for as long as medically necessary. In at least two instances, this decree makes reference to other Mexican decrees outside the »judicial order.« Regarding abstinence from meat and the penalties upon whom these prohibitions were inflicted, the norms were specified in the 21st title of the third book, »De observatione jejunionrum.« Two memoriales had short clauses referring to this decree. A petition with this content was introduced at the provincial council by the secular priest and theological consultor of the provincial council, Doctor Ortiz de Hinojosa. There he stipulated, without providing further reasons, that the physicians should request the license by taking an oath.
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More specifically, it was the physician Doctor Pedro López who requested that bishops should »again« restrain the licenses the physicians had been giving to the sick to allow them to eat meat during Lent. He felt that this exception was being abused, and that they (the physicians) handed them out for insufficient medical conditions, such as »a little headache«, especially to wealthy people, so that, according to Ortiz de Hinojosa, »they have better delicacies during Lent, than the poor who doesn't have them«.
44
Although it does not reflect exactly the content of the memoriales, with its particularities, the new decree reflects the desire of the petitioners. We can see how Diego Romano introduced a norm that placed limits on judges, physicians and, perhaps, even rich people, who abused the fasting licenses.
D = new paragraphs (22 paragraphs)
There are also 11 paragraphs that were not inspired by the Granadian legislation. Eight resulted from the renewal of the constitutions of the two first Mexican provincial councils, as is noted in the margins of the original manuscript of the decrees.
45 Also, the first paragraph of the »judicial order« is an arenga for the rest of the text on procedural law.
46
11 other paragraphs were added to the judicial order that were not written by Diego Romano and were instead the work of Juan de Salcedo. 47 These decrees have been left out of this analysis, because they do not have a parallel in the Synod of Granada of 1572. Nevertheless, despite the strong presence of the Synod of Pedro Guerrero in the constitutions of Mexico, we are reminded that it was not the exclusive source.
One question that has not yet been sufficiently addressed is how far Diego Romano followed the structure of Granada in his titles. Galindo Bustos has shown that the body of the Mexican decrees 43 Cf. Carrillo Cázares (2006) followed the structure of the Granadian text and, as a result, also that of the Gregorian Decretals. 48 The Bishop of Tlaxcala also respected the internal order of the titles, making only a few changes.
49 This can be observed even when he made changes to the formal content of the decrees, for he maintained the thematic order of the text on which he drew. A valuable illustration of this can be found in the Mexican decree that regulated the letters of excommunication that were required to be issued at the beginning of Lent (cf. text 4, p. 164) .
When the fifth constitution of the First Mexican Provincial Council was renewed, 50 the secretary of the Council had indicated that the resolutions concerning these letters of excommunication, which ordered that they were to be issued once a year at the beginning of Lent, had already been communicated to the Bishop of Tlaxcala. There is no novelty in those who threaten with excommunication, but the Mexican decree is particular as to how and where a letter of excommunication should be announced: not just in the parishes but also in monasteries, mines as well as established the procedure about what do to with the denunciations. In this way, Diego Romano took what were clearly the first lines of the Granadian Synod and undoubtedly redrafted the rest of the decree to comply with the wishes of the rest of the bishops. This example clearly shows how Diego Romano consistently maintained the structure of the Synod of Granada, even within the titles themselves, but without doing so mechanically, rather than harmonizing the constitutions with the new dispositions.
Two further paragraphs explicitly indicate how to interpret decretals contained in the Liber Sextus. 51 When reviewing these paragraphs, the archbishop protested saying that it should not mention the decretal but just declare that the common law (»derecho común«) should be observed.
52 This was on May 14 th , which gives us the impression that the »judicial order« had at least a first draft by that date, meaning after three months the council started and five months before the closure.
Conclusions
A period of only 15 years elapsed between the two assemblies. The person who drafted the »judi-cial order« of the Third Mexican Provincial Council was, at the very least, a witness to the Diocesan Synod of Granada, and, in his role as a translator, he had one foot on each side of the Atlantic. He belonged both to the church and to the royal bureaucracy, and in both cases took on the role of a functionary, drafting legislation not only for others but also for himself as its subject. In doing this, he maintained the classical framework of canon law and drew from the constitution of Granada, adapting them in the Mexican decrees. The paragraph-by-paragraph comparison makes it possible to detect subtle changes and identify how Diego Romano appropriated a functional scheme and made use of it, making neither a verbatim nor a conceptual copy. The Granadian order served him well as a kind of timber frame, but the prelate completed the construction with specific rules that were closer to the Mexican reality. 53 The legal transfer can take place, discretely or concurrently, on three levels: in wording, in structure and in underlying idea(s). So far we have shown that Diego Romano's transfer took place along the first two: wording and structure. Further research, delving more deeply into the drafting of the Mexican »judicial order« and the judicial practice, both of post-synodal Granada and post-conciliar Mexico, including the separate court rules issued by the 48 Galindo Bustos (2010) 134-141. 49 In the »Judicial order« the most notable change is the movement of the title »De procuratoribus« from the end of Book II to the second title of the same book. 50 »El párrafo 2°deste capítulo 5°, en su lugar se ponga a la letra el capítulo 4° de actión 2ª del concilio de Lima, y que el edicto se lea el primer domingo de quaresma, así en la catedral como en todas las parrochias, y monasterios de frayles y monjas, y leydas, se fixen en las puertas de dichas yglesias, y s e embíen a los pueblos de los españoles y minas. (Al margen) jhs. este edicto para españoles e indios está rremitido al señor obispo de Tlaxcala.«, en Carrillo Cázares (2006) Mexican assembly, 54 could provide a glimpse into whether there was a master idea behind the drafting of the decrees.
Meanwhile, it is possible to reach the following conclusion: that a legal norm has a materiality, in the broadest sense of the term, that is, a special linguistic construction. However, in a legal system, which has in its horizon the idea of justice, language becomes the instrument and expression of the notion of justice, but not its foundation. The written norm had a certain distinctive plasticity, in that it was malleable in new situations because its content expressed justice. In this way it differs from current legal systems, where the wording of the norm is a sovereign expression of the law, and not its consequence, thus making it possible for a new interpretation of the law to be established; one which may not have been contemplated at the time of its initial drafting.
55 Returning to this case study, Don Diego Romano fashioned the Mexican norms from pre-existing materials, making slight structural modifications, leaving aside what seemed not particularly useful (from entire titles and paragraphs to small semantic units), through a process of appropriation and adaptation of written norms. 25. Los vicarios conozcan solamente en los casos y de la manera que en sus poderes y provissiones se contiene. Y lo contrario haziendo, por la primera vez yncurran en pena de ocho pesos, la terçia parte para el denunçiador y las otras dos para gastos de justiçia, la segunda vez por doze pesos, y dos meses de suspensión, la tercera vez doblado, applicado de la misma forma. Y en los negoçios que no fueren de su iurisdictión, avissen a los juezes y fi scales, como arriba se contiene. Y aviendo peligro o neçessidad, hagan cabeça de proçesso y ynformaçión, y prendan y remitan las tales causas a los provisores dentro de treynta días, en las partes distantes : y en los lugares propinquos sea con la brevedad possible, sin más les detener, so pena de quatro pesos de tipuzque; y sin las dissumlar, so pena de veynte pesos y privación de sus offi cios, y embíenlas con persona que se obligue de las entregar, y lleve recaudo bastante de ello, so la dicha pena aplicada como está dicho. Y en las causas matrimoniales, o de saevitia, o binas nuptias, aviendo peligro, pueda proçeder hasta hazer depósito; y hecho, remítanlo en la manera que está dicho, so la dicha pena. 22. Nuestros vicarios conozcan solamente en los casos y de la manera que en sus poderes y provissiones se contiene. Y lo contrario haziendo, por la primera vez yncurran en pena de cuatro ducados, la terçia parte para el denunçiador, la segunda vez por seys ducados, y dos meses de suspensión, la tercera vez doblado, applicado de la misma forma. Y en los negoçios que no fueren de su iurisdictión, avissen a nuestros juezes y fi scales, como arriba se contiene. Y aviendo peligro o neçessidad, hagan cabeça de proçesso y ynformaçión, y prendan y remitan las tales causas a nuestros provisores dentro de doce días, sin más les detener, so pena de dos ducados; y sin las dissumlar, so pena de diez ducados y privación de sus offi cios, y embíenlas con persona que se obligue de las entregar, y lleve recaudo bastante de ello, so la dicha pena aplicada como está dicho. Y en las causas matrimoniales, o de saevitia, o binas nuptias, aviendo peligro, pueda proçeder hasta hazer depósito; y hecho, remítanlo en la manera que está dicho, so la dicha pena. I, 11, 3 I, 11, 3 A I, 11, 4 I, 11, 5 B I, 11, 5 I, 11, 8 B I, 11, 6 I, 11, 9 C I, 11, 7 I, 11, 10 C I, 11, 8 I, 11, 11 B I, 12 
